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Using Number Talks to Build Math Fluency and 
Flexibility in the Secondary Classroom



Introductions

Zachary Leonard, Ed.D., is a professional development and school 
improvement specialist with the Los Alamos National Laboratory 
Math and Science Academy. His work and research interests 
consist of mathematics and science content and pedagogy, 
student engagement, professional learning systems, educational 
leadership, and school professional culture.

Katherine Kanim is co-Director of Mathematically Connected 
Communities (MC2). 

Regina Watson is a professional development specialist with 
Mathematically Connected Communities (MC2), where she has worked 
for 13 years. Before coming to MC2, Regina taught middle and high 
school mathematics for 12 years. Her current work is dedicated to 
supporting teachers improve math instruction through collaborative 
learning and Number Talks. Regina has a bachelors of science and a 
Masters from Eastern New Mexico University. 



Introduce yourself to your shoulder 
partner

1. Your name
2. Where you teach
3. What you teach
4. One interesting fact that you think people 

should know about you



Learning Goals 

• Develop an understanding of how Number Talks helps 
to develop students’ number fluency and flexible 
thinking in the classroom.

• Develop an understanding for how Number Talks can 
help students make mathematical connections across 
strategies and strengthen student use of academic 
language.



How Many of you use Number 
Talks?



Let’s do a Number Talk

63 - 28



What was the teacher’s role?

What was the learner’s role?



The Research with Jo Boaler
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jeel4Qjow4s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jeel4Qjow4s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jeel4Qjow4s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jeel4Qjow4s


How to get prepared for a Number Talk: multiple 
entry points, connecting mathematical ideas, and 

academic vocabulary

• If teachers anticipate student responses, prepare probing 

questions, and make mathematical connections using 

academic vocabulary

• And think deeply about the mathematics as a learner 

themselves,

• Then they will be more prepared to meet students where 

they are and help them make mathematical connections.

Theory of Action



Solve 54 - 28 in as many ways as you can

Refer to the five strategies shown on pg. 38 - 41 for help. 
(10 min.)

Look for: 

• Place value connections
• Use of base ten
• Associative Property
• Commutative Property
• Distributive Property
• Identity Property 

Anticipate student responses, prepare probing 
questions, and be prepared to make mathematical 
connections using academic vocabulary

1.

2.

3.



Preparing for a 
Number Talk

• Place value connections
• Use of base ten
• Associative Property
• Commutative Property
• Distributive Property
• Identity Property 

1. Multiple entry points (strategies)
2. Mathematical ideas
3. Academic vocabulary



Learning Goals 

• Develop an understanding of how Number Talks helps 
to develop students’ number fluency and flexible 
thinking in the classroom.

• Develop an understanding for how Number Talks can 
help students make mathematical connections across 
strategies and strengthen student use of academic 
language.



Number Talk Resources

Number Talks in the 
Secondary Classroom

Learning Goals and Resources

Websites
Articles

Handouts
Books 

Presenter Contact Information

Handout



Time for the Raffle



How will you use number talks in your 
classroom?



Questions


